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t:~~~~~ ~ When Beauty Inspired Work I

HOW HISTORY IS WRITTEN IN ARCHITECTURE- -FROM THE PYRAMIDS
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The story of great buildings begins ·
with these Egyptian slaves, nearly
•
s,ooo years ago, pulling and prying
along the huge blocks of stone out
of which the pyramid in the background is being built. It is brutal
work, and we may imagine that these men have been tdiling in \
the burning African sun for many years upon this half-finished .,_
.,
mass of masonry. Next we see the descendants of these same ~- ·
•
slaves working on the great Karnak Temple, r,soo years later.
The building art has improved, and wheeled carts
latter usually in the form are used to haul the stone. But think of carving out and
of fortresses. Since the erecting by hand these immense round pillars! It is still
the work of slaves. In the next step all this is changed.
.:.
dwellers of western Asia We cross the Mediterranean from Egypt to Greece and find
were more exposed to atthe free Athenian citizens of the
5th century B. C. busy on a corner of the
tacks of their neighbours than were the famous
Parthenon. Here civic pride and love (
Egyptians, much of their architecture con- of beauty inspire the work. Next we find a
. .,
colonnade go··~
sisted in building huge walls with turrets
ing up on the
and battlements round .their cities. And since as the square Campus Martius in the days of
bricks could be laid in more varied shapes than towers, and adding Imperial Rome. These men were
engineers, who borrowed
the unwieldy stones of the Egyptians, we find elaborate decora- great
ideas from the Greeks, adding
more curved and broken lii1es in Babylonian tions of their own. great skill in the construction of
the arch.
When the Roman
buildings. They made great use of the arch,
But the archi- court
moved to Constantinople,
•

•

which the architects of the Nile seldom employed tecture of these
in their larger structures.
Asiatic nations, like that of Egypt, rested on a
The Assyrians, to the north of the Babylon- basis of tyranny and slavery. The freedom of
ians, copied the architecture of the latter on an their art was choked as was the freedom of
even larger scale, and introduced stone masonry. their people, and the chief aim was to make
They learned, moreover, to decorate their walls buildings bigger and bigger, without much imwith designs of glazed brick in varied colours an provement of form.
art invented by the Egyptians. Their skill in
During these same early centuries, however,
turn was passed on to the Chaldeans, or later a far greater and more fruitful art was being
Babylonians. These, under the great Chaldean developed on the coasts and islands of the
king Nebuchadnezzar, developed the most . lEgean Sea, and reached its height on the
magnificent buildings that men had ever seen, island of Crete. Nearly 2,000 years before the
and Babylon with its temples, palaces, and h~ng Christian era the Cretan builder had already
ing gardens became one of the wonders of the learned the most difficult lesson of architecture.
world.
He knew how to plan a structure so that it
The Persians, who conquered Assyria and would" come out right." The ruins of the great
Babylonia and later invaded Egypt, combined palace at Cnossus show with what skill the archithe arts of all thre~ countries in huge palaces of tects of Crete could bring together, in beautiful
brick and stone, using the round columns as well and regular arrangement under one roof, many
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